A systematic approach towards description of semi-inclusive processes at low x and with multiple rescatterings taken into account is highlighted. We discuss diffractive processes and their evolution with respect to relevant rapidity intervals.
Figure 1: Diffraction and fan diagrams
• We apply our general formalism to High energy diffractive processes. We attempt to derive results not relying on the dipole (large N c and target factorization) approximation. We reproduce and extend the result of Ref. [3] for the process of projectile diffraction with target scattered elastically. We also obtain results for projectile diffraction with target diffracting in a small rapidity interval and elastic scattering.
• We consider high energy diffraction with multiple gaps. For various diffractive processes we derive evolution equations with respect to total rapidity and gap(s). After rapidity evolution the evolved wave function becomes
Here Ω is the most general evolution kernel. It is known for arbitrary dense hadron [4] . We will however concentrate on the most simple case of dilute hadron. In this limit, Ω reduces to the gluon cloud operator
with the classical WW field
The projectile's gluon scattering of a dense target has the eikonal propagator given by the Wilson line
with A t characterizing the target external field. The evolution of the diagonal element of the S-matrix operator Σ P ≡ Ψ out |Ψ in reads
where we introduced the gluon production (and scattering) amplitude
The generators of the left/right color rotations are Lie derivatives
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